FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
The Shot Shirt is Sew Clever
Walnutport, PA – April 13, 2021- When the need for face masks emerged, an enormous
amount of new sewers were created as well. Now there is something for new sewers to
provide to consumers; which, is both clever and needed. The Shot Shirt.
The Shot shirt is designed with a side sleeve zipper for easy access to the upper arm.
With the entire country encouraged to get a Covid19 vaccination this shirt is perfect, as
this portion of an arm is not an easy access point for many. “Today, with a large majority
of people getting this much needed vaccination, it became apparent to me that creating
both a stylish and functional shirt would be very helpful to so many people.” Pam Said.
“There are many pros associated with this new Shot Shirt; such as, no more undressing
to get a shot; which removes embarrassment, no more wrestling out of a shirt, no need
to wear a sleeveless shirt if the weather is colder, the elderly may have trouble lifting their
arm up to full range. In addition there are many other types of shots that need to be
administered in the upper arm, as well as booster vaccinations that may come into play
in the near future. This will be the next 2021 apparel statement. Now is the time to sew
cleverly with the new Shot Shirt pattern.” Pam Tripaldi, Founder, CEO of You Can Make
It. www.youcanmakeit.com.
If anyone would like to take a class and go home with a Shot Shirt, You Can Make It has
teachers all over the country offering Make It and Take It classes. Simply go to the website
and click on contact which will put you in touch with a local teacher at no charge. There
is also the option of purchasing shirts or the pattern directly at: www.YouCanMakeIt.com.
Founded in 1994, Pam Tripaldi is the Founder and CEO of You Can Make It Inc. This
business’s sole intention is to create sewers. Pam structured her business to make it as
easy as possible for anyone to learn to sew and also for others to teach sewing. Those
interested in becoming a student or instructor, and/or purchasing a pattern, or shirt can
find information at the company website: www.YouCanMakeIt.com .
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